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nota bene!
Finnes Gud? Science, God and the search for truth
Join a cast of experts debating evidence for God’s existence as they:

• journey into the cosmos

• explore the wonders of life

“Superb programmes for all who want to understand
why Christianity is a better and more convincing
explanation of our existence than atheism.”
Professor John Lennox,
The University of Oxford

• probe the mysteries of the
human mind and brain

“Every believer and nonbeliever should see this
excellent series that addresses the most important
questions of life.”
Dr Greg Pritchard, Director
European Leadership Forum

Order with Norwegian subtitles from www.finnesgud.no

The God Question for Starters
• Take the ‘fast track’ version of the Finnes Gud?
series with ten short excerpts per programme
• Perfect for all who wish to take the Science
and God question journey more quickly
• Ideal for younger teenage viewers and those
in a hurry to learn

“A wonderful new resource to equip Christians to answer the questions people are asking.”
Rev Dr Fergus Macdonald, Former General Secretary, United Bible Societies.
”Nothing better for stimulating debate about the big issues in life.”
Dr Liam Fraser, Campus Minister, The University of Edinburgh.

Order with Norwegian subtitles from www.finnesgud.no

Against the Tide
A new cinematic film featuring Professor John
Lennox and American actor Kevin Sorbo as they
• explore ways in which science makes the case
for God
• journey to Israel to investigate the case for
Jesus’ resurrection
• experience how John Lennox has stood against
the tide of modern atheism

“Inspiring film... Many are asking the big questions and the film
really opens that up in a special and unique way.”
David Aird
”Superlative in its content and presentation of the key questions –
highly engaging and informative.”
Professor Chris Packard

For more information, write to post@damaris.no
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Outgrowing God? A Beginner’s Guide to Richard Dawkins
and the God Debate
(Cascade Books, 2020)
Outgrowing God? A Beginner’s Guide to Richard
Dawkins and the God Debate (Cascade, 2020)
is a response to atheist Richard Dawkins’ book
Outgrowing God: A Beginner’s Guide (2019).
Join a cast of characters, with different
perspectives, thinking through some of the biggest
questions in life, as they discuss atheist Richard
Dawkins’ book Outgrowing God: A Beginner’s
Guide.
Written in the form of a dialogue between
members of a student book club, Outgrowing
God? A Beginner’s Guide to Richard Dawkins
and the God Debate encourages critical thinking
about Professor Dawkins’ arguments concerning
God, Jesus, and the Bible.
‘[a] delightful dialogue/critique of one influential atheist’s philosophy…’
– Craig L. Blomberg, Distinguished Professor of New Testament, Denver Seminary
‘Excellent work . . . engaging, interesting and insightful.’
– Dr Lars Dahle, Associate Professor in Systematic Theology and Christian
Apologetics at NLA University College, Norway
‘an important and insightful book… I highly recommend it.’
– J.P. Moreland, Distinguished Professor of Philosophy, Biola University
‘provides many stimulating arguments on an introductory, easy-to-understand level…
tackling decisive philosophical, theological, historical and scientific arguments, and
providing many useful resources…’
– Martin Heide, Professor of Semitic Languages,
Phillip University in Marburg, Germany
Review copies can be ordered from https://wipfandstock.com/outgrowing-god.html
Kindle or paperback from www.amazon.com
For more information and related resources, including video
and audio materials, visit:
www.peterswilliams.com/publications/books/outgrowing-god/
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